Teaching Comparison

The teaching data on this page is organized by

- Instructor
- Department
- Instructor Type (Workday Job Family)
- Title Category (Workday Job Profile)

By default only teaching by full-time faculty is shown; they are selected by the Workday Job Families Tenured/Tenure Track Faculty and Non Tenure Track Full Time Faculty. All, or other selected Job Families may be selected instead.

Inclusions and exclusions:

- Only teaching in “Enrollment Sections” is included. The excluded non-enrollment sections are typically laboratory or recitation sections associated with a lecture course.
- By default teaching in all four terms—Fall, January, Spring and Summer—is included, but one or more term types may be selected instead.
- By default the data are limited to teaching by full-time faculty (tenured/tenure track and non-tenure track), but all or selected other types of instructor such as adjuncts may be selected.
- By default this page shows class sections taught, but class enrollment or units (points) taught may be selected instead.

Team-taught courses:

- Activity in team-taught courses is allocated equally among the instructors. For example, if a class of 30 students is taught by two instructors each is credited with .5 classes and 15 students.

Sorting:

- The data by class sections, enrollment or units in one of the academic years shown. Hover over the column heading (year) and then click on the up or down arrow to create an ascending or descending sort.

Course detail:

- Drill to detail on the specific classes taught in a given year is available by clicking on a class count, enrollment, or units measure.